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OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
nVEl';TIETH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

Stanl{'}' L. Garnett. District Attome}'

September 1, 2015

Chief Greg Testa
Boulder Police Department
1805 33'd Street
Boulder, CO 80301

Dear Chief Testa,

This office has completed its review of the circumstances surrounding the shooting of
Samuel Forgy in Boulder County, Colorado on July 27, 2015. During that incident, Officer
Dillon Garretson fired his sidearm, killing Mr. Forgy. The Officer's actions were therefore
reviewed with regard to whether his use of deadly force was legally justified.

Prosecutors and investigators from this office participated actively in this investigation
since the day of the shooting, and have continued to work closely with the Boulder County
Investigation Team (BCIT) since that time. In addition to being present for the on-scene
investigation, we have reviewed reports associated with that investigation, transcripts and video
recordings of witness interviews, diagrams and photographs of the scene, the Use of Force Policy
for the Boulder Police Department, and the Officer's training records. It is our conclusion that
the use of force was justified.

To understand this conclusion, as with most such situations, Colorado law requires that
one must understand and appreciate the complex and rapidly developing factual scenario prior to
the decision to use deadly force from the point of view of the involved police officers. The
following is a brief synopsis of the facts as investigated by the BCIT:

This scenario involved several people: Mr. Forgy, one of his roommates, that
roommate's acquaintances, and several neighbors in the apartment next door.

On July 27, 2015, Samuel Forgy was subletting a room in an upstairs four bedroom
apartment at 1841 19th Street. That evening, one of Mr. Forgy's roommates was in an upstairs
bedroom listening to music. Another roommate was in the common area, where he was
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entertaining three out of town guests who were visiting from Connecticut. As the evening went
on, the group noticed Mr. Forgy acting odd, at times talking about being the messiah or making
nonsensical statements. The group believed Mr. Forgy may have ingested LSD or another
hallucinogen. Mr. Forgy later began vomiting, and went to his bedroom.

Mr. Forgy later came back into the common area completely nude. The group tried to
ignore Mr. Forgy until he picked up a chair and smashed it to pieces, which he then threw at one
of the houseguests. When another tried to intervene, Mr. Forgy became increasingly violent,
throwing punches, biting, and pulling hair as the group took Mr. Forgy to the ground and tried to
get him to calm down. Large chunks of hair were later found by police in the common area, and
obvious bite-marks were observed near the armpit of one of the visitors.

Photograph of the most severely injured
houseguest, token by BClTinvestigators at

Bouider Community Hospital. This wound was
approximately 3 inches long, and opened

approximately * of an inch.

Photograph of the most severely injured
houseguest, token by BClTinvestigators at

Boulder Community Hospital of the superficial
cut across the neck, jaw and chin.

When Mr. Forgy appeared to have calmed
down, the group allowed him to get up off the
floor. Mr. Forgy appeared to remain calm for a
short period of time, but then grabbed a knife and
attacked the group. One of the visitors sustained a
significant cut over his left eye. He also sustained
a superficial cut from beneath his ear across his
jawline and chin. These injuries were later
photographed and documented at the hospital,
where the deeper wound was closed with stitches.
Minor injuries and ripped clothing were observed
on the others.

After struggling with Mr. Forgy around the
apartment and onto a balcony, the group fled.
Two people ran out the front door and across a
landing to the adjacent apartment, where they
called 911. Another of the houseguests ran with
the most severely injured individual dOV,l1the
exterior stairs, leaving a significant blood trail.

Mr. Forgy ran, still naked, to the adjacent
apartment, where he pounded on the door and
yelled in a way that did not make sense. Mr.
Forgy still had a large knife in his hands and what
witnesses described as a crazed look in his eyes.
Mr. Forgy then went back to his own apartment.

As officers arrived, they knew from the
911 caller that at least one person had been
attacked with a knife and another had been bitten
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by a naked person on LSD. They encountered two of the house guests in the parking lot, spoke
with them briefly about what had happened, and immediately radioed for an ambulance.

Additional officers arrived on scene, four of whom proceeded up the outside stairs toward
the apartment. The officers announced their presence, and shouted for the person inside to come
out with his hands up. The officers had a shield, a lazer, sidearms, and a rifle. As officers
reached the landing below Mr. Forgy's apartment, Mr. Forgy came out, now armed with a
hammer. Mr. Forgy followed the officers' instructions to put the hammer down, and sat down
near the door to the apartment. But after only a few seconds, Mr. Forgy was heard to say either
"fuck it" or "fuck you." He then quickly got up, grabbed the hammer, ran past the descending
stairs and climbed onto the guardrail closest to the apartment next door.

The officer armed with a tazer fired, but the tazer was ineffective. Later investigation
revealed that while one of the probes struck Mr. Forgy in the side, the other missed, striking an
exterior wall. Tazers are incapable of delivering an electric charge and incapacitating a person
unless both probes make contact, or are within a very close proximity of the target. Mr. Forgy
did not respond to the pain of having been hit by a single probe, despite that probe having
impacted him and penetrated his skin.

Photograph token by BClTinvestigators of the
scene of the shooting. Mr. Forgy was initially in
Apartment #8, shown here on the right, then
crossed to the left ond climbed onto the roifing
in front of oportment # 7 on the left. Officers

were on the londing just below.

Mr. Forgy climbed onto the railing
overlooking the landing where officers were
positioned, raising the hammer over his head. One
of the people who had retreated to the next door
apartment heard officers yell "freeze" or "stop."
That person also reported that the officers sounded
distressed, as if they were in danger.

It was clear to the officers that Mr. Forgy
was about to jump down on top of them with the
hammer when Officer Garretson fired his sidearm,
striking Mr. Forgy four times. Mr. Forgy was
killed instantly. His body fell forward and dov,n
onto the lower flight of stairs, consistent with
officer accounts of Mr. Forgy moving forward at
the time the shots were fired.

Analysis of Mr. Forgy's blood at autopsy
revealed the presence of LSD, Amphetamines, and
THC. It should be noted that while the
amphetamines may have been prescription, a
typical therapeutic range would be between 10 and
100 nanograms per milliliter of blood. Mr. Forgy
had 245 nanograms per milliliter of blood in his
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system. While this still might be consistent with a prescription, it is unclear how it might have
interacted with LSD and/or THe.

The use of force by Officer Garretson was justified pursuant to S18-1-704, C.R.S. and
S 18-1-707, C.R.S. Those sections provide that a peace officer is justified in using reasonable
and appropriate physical force upon another person when he reasonably believes it necessary to
defend himself or a third person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or imminent use
of physical force. Here, Officer Garretson confronted an individual who had already seriously
injured one person with a knife, and was attempting to jump doy,'\] on him and his fellow officers
from a short distance away \\'hile wielding a hammer. This was also not a situation in which
officers could disengage and hope to simply contain Mr. Forgy. Initially, Mr. Forgy was
compliant \\ith officers, but then acted in a way that was sudden and unpredictable, running a
short distance to a position from which he presented a an imminent threat. Officers were placed
in a situation in which they had to act quickly, and did not have time to retreat to a safe distance.
Moreover, given that Mr. Forgy had already seriously injured someone with a knife, it would not
have been reasonable for officers to leave him alone in the apartment where another person was
still inside and, of course, there were also persons in the adjacent apartments.

Notably, the most severely injured houseguest wTote a thank you note to the police
department stating the following: "'Thank you for patching me up, giving me clothes and a safe
place to stay. And 1hope that the person who shot Sam knows that he saved more peoples' lives
in that apartment."

Because the use of force by Ollicer Garretson was legally justified, no criminal charges
will be filed in this matter.

Sincerely,

Stanley L. Garnett
District Attorney
Twentieth Judicial District

Sd '
Sean P. Finn
Chief Trial Deputy
Twentieth Judicial District
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Chief Greg Testa
Boulder Police Department
1805 33'd Street
Boulder, CO 80301

Dear Chief Testa,

This office has completed its review of the circumstances surrounding the shooting of
Samuel Forgy in Boulder County, Colorado on July 27, 2015. During that incident, Officer
Dillon Garretson fired his sidearm, killing Mr. Forgy. The Officer's actions were therefore
reviewed with regard to whether his use of deadly force was legally justified.

Prosecutors and investigators from this office participated actively in this investigation
since the day of the shooting, and have continued to work closely with the Boulder County
Investigation Team (BCIT) since that time. In addition to being present for the on-scene
investigation, we have reviewed reports associated with that investigation, transcripts and video
recordings of witness interviews, diagrams and photographs of the scene, the Use of Force Policy
for the Boulder Police Department, and the Officer's training records. It is our conclusion that
the use of force was justified.

To understand this conclusion, as with most such situations, Colorado law requires that
one must understand and appreciate the complex and rapidly developing factual scenario prior to
the decision to use deadly force from the point of view of the involved police officers. The
following is a brief synopsis of the facts as investigated by the BCIT:

This scenario involved several people: Mr. Forgy, one of his roommates, that
roommate's acquaintances, and several neighbors in the apartment next door..

On July 27, 2015, Samuel Forgy was subletting a room in an upstairs four bedroom
apartment at 1841 19th Street. That evening, one of Mr. Forgy's roommates was in an upstairs
bedroom listening to music. Another roommate was in the common area, where he was
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entertaining three out of town guests who were visiting from Connecticut. As the evening went
on, the group noticed Mr. Forgy acting odd, at times talking about being the messiah or making
nonsensical statements. The group believed Mr. Forgy may have ingested LSD or another
hallucinogen. Mr. Forgy later began vomiting, and went to his bedroom.

Mr. Forgy later came back into the common area completely nude. The group tried to
ignore Mr. Forgy until he picked up a chair and smashed it to pieces, which he then threw at one
of the houseguests. When another tried to intervene, Mr. Forgy became increasingly violent,
throwing punches, biting, and pulling hair as the group took Mr. Forgy to the ground and tried to
get him to calm down. Large chunks of hair were later found by police in the common area, and
obvious bite-marks were observed near the armpit of one of the visitors.

Photograph of the most severely injured
houseguest, token by BClTinvestigators at

Boulder Community Hospital. This wound was
oppraximotely 3 inches long, and opened

approximately U of an inch.

Photograph of the most severely injured
houseguest, token by BClTinvestigators at

Boulder Community Hospital of the superficial
cut across the neck, jaw and chin.

When Mr. Forgy appeared to have calmed
down, the group allowed him to get up off the
floor. Mr. Forgy appeared to remain calm for a
short period of time, but then grabbed a knife and
attacked the group. One of the visitors sustained a
significant cut over his lell eye. He also sustained
a superficial cut from beneath his ear across his
jawline and chin. These injuries were later
photographed and documented at the hospi tal,
where the deeper wound was closed with stitches.
Minor injuries and ripped clothing were observed
on the others.

After struggling with Mr. Forgy around the
apartment and onto a balcony, the group fled.
Two people ran out the front door and across a
landing to the adjacent apartment, where they
called 911. Another of the houseguests ran with
the most severely injured individual down the
exterior stairs, leaving a significant blood trail.

Mr. Forgy ran, still naked, to the adjacent
apartment, where he pounded on the door and
yelled in a way that did not make sense. Mr.
Forgy still had a large knife in his hands and what
witnesses described as a crazed look in his eyes.
Mr. Forgy then went back to his own apartment.

As officers arrived, they knew from the
911 caller that at least one person had been
attacked with a knife and another had been bitten
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by a naked person on LSD. They encountered two of the houseguests in the parking lot, spoke
with them briefly about what had happened, and immediately radioed for an ambulance.

Additional otfIeers arrived on scene, four of whom proceeded up the outside stairs toward
the apartment. The officers announced their presence, and shouted for the person inside to come
out with his hands up. The omcers had a shield, a tazer, sidearms, and a rifle. As omecrs
reached the landing bclow Mr. Forgy's apartment. Mr. Forgy came out, now armed with a
hammer. Mr. Forgy followed the otfIeers' instructions to put the hammer down, and sat down
near the door to the apartment. But after only a few seconds, Mr. I'orgy was heard to say either
"fuck it" or "fuek you." He then quickly got up, grabbed the hammer, ran past the descending
stairs and climbed onto the guardrail closest to the apartment next door.

The officer armed with a tazer fired, but the tazer was ineffective. Later investigation
revealed that while one of the probes struck Mr. I'orgy in the side, the other missed, striking an
exterior wall. Tazers are incapable of delivering an electric charge and incapacitating a person
unless both probes make contact, or are within a very close proximity of the target. Mr. Forgy
did not respond to the pain of having been hit by a single probe, despite that probe having
impacted him and penetrated his skin.

Photograph token by BOT investigators of the
scene of the shooting. Mr. Forgy was initially in
Apartment #8, shown here on the right, then
crossed to the left and climbed onto the roiling
in front of apartment # 7 on the left. Officers

were on the landing just below.

Mr. Forgy climbed onto the railing
overlooking the landing where otlicers were
positioned, raising the hammer over his head. One
of the people who had retreated to the next door
apartment heard officers yell "freeze" or "stop."
That person also reported that the officers sounded
distressed, as if they were in danger.

It was clear to the omeers that Mr. Forgy
was about to jump dov.11 on top of them with the
hammer when Omcer Garretson fired his sidearm,
striking Mr. Forgy four times. Mr. Forgy was
killed instantly. His body fell forward and down
onto the lower flight of stairs, consistent with
officer accounts of Mr. I'orgy moving forward at
the time the shots were tired.

Analysis ofMr. Forgy's blood at autopsy
revealed the presence of LSD, Amphetamines, and
THC. It should be noted that while the
amphetamines may have been prescription, a
typical therapeutic range would be between 10 and
100 nanograms per milliliter of blood. Mr. Forgy
had 245 nanograms per milliliter of blood in his
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system. While this still might be consistent with a prescription, it is unclear how it might have
interacted with LSD and/or THC.

The use of force by Officer Garretson was justified pursuant to ~18-1-704, C.R.S. and
~18-1-707, C.R.S. Those sections provide that a peace otlicer is justified in using reasonable
and appropriate physical force upon another person when he reasonably believes it necessary to
defend himself or a third person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or imminent use
of physical force. Here, Officer Garretson conlronted an individual who had already seriously
injured one person with a knife, and was attempting to jump down on him and his fellow officers
from a short distance away while wielding a hammer. This was also not a situation in which
officers could disengage and hope to simply contain Mr. Forgy. Initially, Mr. Forgy was
compliant with officers, but then acted in a way that was sudden and unpredictable, running a
short distance to a position from which he presented a an imminent threat. Officers were placed
in a situation in which they had to act quickly, and did not have time to retreat to a safe distance.
Moreover, given that Mr. Forgy had already seriously injured someone with a knife, it would not
have been reasonable for ol1icers to leave him alone in the apartment where another person was
still inside and, of course. there were also persons in the adjacent apartments.

Notably, the most severely injured houseguest wTotea thank you note to the police
department stating the following: "Thank you for patching me up, giving me clothes and a safe
place to stay. And I hope that the person who shot Sam knows that he saved more peoples' lives
in that apartment."

Because the use of force by Ol1icer Garretson was legally justified, no criminal charges
will be filed in this matter.

Sincerely,

Stanley L. Garnett
District Attorney
Twentieth Judicial District

-

Sean P. Finn
Chief Trial Deputy
Twentieth Judicial District
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October 6,2016

Sheriff loe Pelle
Boulder County Sheriff's Office
5600 Flatiron Parkway
Boulder, CO 80301

Dear Sheriff Pelle,

This office has completed its review of the circumstances surrounding the shooting of
Adrian Shaffer in Boulder County, Colorado on September 10, 2016. During that incident,
Deputy Sheriff Teri laves fired shots that ultimately killed Mr. Shaffer. The Deputy's actions
were therefore reviewed by this office to determine whether her use of force was legally
justified.

Representatives from my office participated in this investigation with the Boulder County
Investigation Team (BCIT) from its inception. We were present for the on-scene investigation.
We have also conducted interviews of witnesses, and have reviewed the associated reports,
transcripts, video recordings, diagrams and photographs. We also reviewed the Use of Force
Policy for the Boulder County Sheriff's Office and the Deputy's training records. We have
concluded that Deputy laves acted legally in all respects, and that her use of force was justified.

The following is a brief synopsis of the facts as investigated by the BCIT:

On September 9, 2016, Deputy Teri laves was working her regular daytime shift. Shortly
before 5 :00 that afternoon, she had been dispatched to an area near Hwy 287 and Oxford Road,
where it had been reported that there was debris in the roadway obstructing traffic. lust as
Deputy laves finished clearing that debris, several motorists began calling 911, reporting a
shirtless male walking northbound on Hwy 287 with a handgun. The 911 callers described Mr.
Shaffer as tense, angry, and walking with a purpose. Some saw the handgun tucked into the
waistband of Mr. Shaffer's pants. Others saw him take the weapon out and waive it around
while yelling at passing cars. Still others reported Mr. Shaffer to appear "high" or "crazy," and
to be yelling at no one in particular. Because she was in the area, Deputy laves was dispatched
to investigate the situation.
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Due to the fact that most of the 911 calls came from people driving past on the highway,
no single witness sawall of the events that are the subject of this investigation. Rather, a large
number of people saw segments of the events described as they drove past. It bears noting that
their reports are consistent with each other, and with the statement of Deputy laves, which she
voluntarily provided later that evening.

Before Deputy laves saw Mr. Shaffer, she was waved down by another motorist who told
her about the pedestrian with a gun. That motorist was a former Deputy Sheriff in another
jurisdiction who had seen Mr. Shaffer acting strangely as he drove past, then saw him take the
pistol from his waistband. Deputy laves informed him that she was aware of it, and was on her
way to investigate. Although the motorist was unarmed, he followed Deputy laves to Mr.
Shaffer's location because he believed the situation to be dangerous, and wanted to help ifhe
could.

At approximately 5:23pm, Deputy laves saw
Mr. Shaffer and pulled over a short distance away. The
former Deputy pulled in behind. Deputy laves saw that
Mr. Shaffer had the weapon in his hand, and drew her
sidearm. As soon as she opened the door and got out of
her vehicle, she saw Mr. Shaffer raise his weapon and
fire, blowing out her driver's side window. One of the
passing motorists who was interviewed reported "The
police didn't provoke him, he just turned around and
started firing." Deputy laves returned fire, and Mr.
Shaffer took cover behind a nearby stone pillar that
housed the mailbox for a nearby residence.

View from Deputy laves' vehicle toward the stone pillar, visible
here on the right.

Drivers side window of Deputy laves' patrol
vehicle as observed on scene.

Deputy laves took cover
behind her vehicle, temporarily losing
sight of Mr. Shaffer. When she peered
around the passenger side to see where
he went, Mr. Shaffer fired at her again.
Deputy laves carefully went back
around the driver's side of her vehicle,
retrieved a rifle with a scope out of the
passenger compartment, and returned
to a position behind her vehicle. She
shouted orders at Mr. Shaffer,
ordering him to drop his weapon and
stand up with his hands up. One



witness believed he heard the Deputy shout "Drop the gun, I don't want to shoot." Mr. Shaffer
did not comply. When Deputy laves saw Mr. Shaffer's heel stick out from behind the pillar, she
fired once and missed. Mr. Shaffer still did not comply with her orders. When a part of Mr.
Shaffer's side became visible, she fired twice, and saw Mr. Shaffer fall backward to the ground.

As Deputy laves approached Mr. Shaffer, a Trooper with the Colorado State Patrol
pulled up and captured the events that followed on a video camera mounted in his patrol car.
The Trooper was also wearing a microphone. Deputy laves' interactions with Mr. Shaffer were
calm and professional as she secured his weapon and waited for medical assistance to arrive.

Mr. Shaffer initially survived his injuries, but passed away on September 18.

Examination of the crime scene revealed three shell casings from Mr. Shaffer's weapon.
Two were a short distance from the pillar where he took cover, and another was farther into the
street. This is consistent with witness reports of Mr. Shaffer firing at least one shot that hit
Deputy laves' window, then taking cover and continuing to fire from behind the pillar. Further
examination also indicated that the patrol vehicle's front grille had been impacted by at least one
round from Mr. Shaffer's pistol. That round struck the front of the vehicle and deflected in the
engine compartment, ultimately coming to rest on the ground in front of the passenger-side tire.

Behind the pillar where Mr. Shaffer took cover, three unfired bullets were located on the
ground. Forensic examination of these bullets revealed the presence of extractor marks,
indicating that although they had not been fired, they had been worked through the action of Mr.
Shaffer's firearm. This suggests that his pistol may have malfunctioned, causing him to expel
live rounds in an attempt to clear a jam. When the weapon was examined however, there was a
live round in the chamber, and the weapon was again ready to fire.

In an attempt to explain Mr. Shaffer's behavior, members of the BClT interviewed
numerous people and established a rough timeline of his activities leading up to the time he fired
on Deputy laves. Of note, the weapon he was carrying was taken in a recent burglary. A
shotgun taken in that same burglary was located inside a vehicle that was discovered a short
distance away. BCIT investigators were also able to contact witnesses who said that Mr. Shaffer
had used methamphetamine shortly before this incident. This is consistent with a preliminary
toxicological report indicating the presence of methamphetamine in a blood sample obtained
when Mr. Shaffer was transported to the hospital. That report also indicated the presence of
cocaine metabolite and cannabinoids.

The use of force by Deputy laves was justified pursuant to S 18-1-704, C.R.S. and S 18-1-
707, C.R.S. Those sections provide that a peace officer is justified in using reasonable and
appropriate physical force upon another person when she reasonably believes it necessary to
defend herself from what she reasonably believes to be the use or imminent use of physical
force. Here, Deputy laves was fired upon without provocation, and had no reasonable choice but
to respond as she did.



Because the use of force by Deputy Javes was legally justified, no criminal charges will
be filed in this matter.

Sincerely,
•.~-....-----_ ... ---.._- ....-.

.-'
Stanley L. Garnett
District Attorney
Twentieth Judicial District I

~
Chief Trial Deputy
Twentieth Judicial District
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November 9, 2016

Chief Greg Testa
Boulder Police Department
1805 33'd Street
Boulder, CO 8030 I

Dear Chief Testa,

Chief Melissa Zak
CU Police Department
1050 Regent Drive
Boulder, CO 80309

This office has completed its review of the circumstances surrounding the shooting of
Brandon Simmons on October 5,2016 in Boulder, Colorado in the Champions Center on the
University of Colorado campus. During that incident, two Police Officers, one with the Boulder
Police Department (BPD) and another with the University of Colorado Police Department
(CUP D) discharged their weapons killing Mr. Simmons. The officers' actions were reviewed
with regard to whether their use of force was legally justified.

Representatives from my office have participated in this investigation and worked closely
with the Boulder County Investigation Team (BCIT) and were present for the on-scene
investigation. Over 80 witnesses were interviewed during the investigation, some by
investigators from our office, and some by other agencies. We have reviewed the associated
reports, transcripts, video recordings, diagrams and photographs. We also reviewed the Use of
Force Policy for BPD and CUPD, and the Officers' training records. We have concluded that the
use of force was justified.

Police reports provide a relatively complete picture of Mr. Simmons' actions on the
morning of October 5,2016 from around 7:30am, when Mr. Simmons was in his car on the
corner of West 79th Avenue and Meade Street in Westminster, Colorado. At that time, Mr.
Simmons summoned a pedestrian to his car and told him to listen to the radio, where a religious
program was playing. The witness reported seeing Mr. Simmons writing on his hand in red
marker and also seeing a sheathed 12-15 inch knifel in the car. Shortly thereafter, a resident of
Meade Street reported that the words "Murder, Disrespect, Judgment, Cursing thy father's name
#4" had been written in red marker on her garage door. At approximately 8:45am, police
received a report of a disabled vehicle on Westbound Highway 36 at Interlocken Loop. When

1The sword Mr. Simmons was carrying when he entered the Champions Center in Boulder was 31" in length, and is
more accurately described as a sword or machete. It is depicted below.
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police responded, the vehicle was gone, but based on the description, including a Texas license
plate, it is believed to have been Mr. Simmons' vehicle.

Photo of the patient's cor with the words "Murder,
Disrespect, Cursing thy father's nome, Judgement 4"

written on the driver-side window.

Shortly after 9:00am, Mr. Simmons
arrived in Boulder and drove onto the
University of Colorado campus. He did
not park his vehicle, but stopped behind
other cars parked in spaces near the
Champions Center. The Champions
Center houses various facilities including
medical and doctors' offices, CU sports
team facilities, and administrative offices
for the CU athletics department. Shortly
after Mr. Simmons arrived, another car
entered the lot driven by a patient who
recently had hip surgery. Once the patient
was parked, he noticed Mr. Simmons
writing in red Sharpie marker on the
window of another car in the lot. He then
briefly looked dO\\1l to usc his phone, and
heard someone tapping on his window.

The patient rolled his window dO\\1land
asked ifhe could help Mr. Simmons, who replied
"Roll up your window so I can write a
commandment." He reported Mr. Simmons using
a "devil voice" like out of a movie. When the
patient said "no thanks, man," Mr. Simmons
became angry and yelled "roll up your fucking
window now." Once the window was back up,
Mr. Simmons wrote on it in red marker, much as
he had done to the other car.

Once Mr. Simmons was done \\-Titingon
his window, the patient exited his car and stepped
toward the Champions Center. When he looked
back, he saw Mr. Simmons removing what
appeared to be a machete from his car, unsheathe
it, and walk purposefully toward him. The man
left his crutches behind and ran for the Champions
Center as fast as he could, yelling "no, please
don't!" The patient was later emotional as he
reported "[thought he was going to hack me to
pieces with the machete:'

Photo of the other cor in the lot with the some words
written on the passenger-side window.



The patient entered the Champions Center and made his way to the second floor, which
houses the CU Sports Medicine Center. The patient yelled that there was someone after him
with a machete as he made his way to the northwest stairwell. When he looked back, he saw Mr.
Simmons following. Mr. Simmons appeared focused on the patient as he walked past other
people, telling one witness "back away, you don't want any of this." The patient and others
entered the stairwell, walked quickly down the stairs, and exited the building.

Still photos from a surveillance comero that recorded Mr.
Simmons, dressed in all black and wearing a red scoif,
entering the Champions Center and proceeding to the

stairway.

Shortly thereafter, another
employee encountered Mr. Simmons in
the stairwell, which although commonly
used by employees and others, allowed
access to the upper floors only with an
access card. Mr. Simmons had apparently
proceeded up the stairs when the others
went down, and was trying to exit the
stairwell through a locked door onto the
fourth floor, which houses administrative
offices where numerous staff members
were present. The employee asked if she
could help Mr. Simmons before noticing
the machete in his hand. Mr. Simmons
responded that he was "looking for
sinners." The employee reported that she
was "scared as hell" and ran up to the fifth
floor, where she exited the stairwell and
began screaming for help.

Police from BPDand curD were dispatched emergent to the Champions Center after
receiving numerous 911 calls, and began looking for Mr. Simmons as employees, students, and
patients were evacuated. Officer Austin arrived and spoke briefly with witnesses who were
visibly shaken, and who described a man carrying a machete. He assisted in getting employees
to a safe location and ultimately proceeded to the fourth floor. Officer Connor had previously
been dispatched to the scene of a hit-and-run accident near the University, and also responded.
Both officers entered the stairwell together from the fourth floor and began ascending.

The sword, or machete, held by Mr. Simmons measured 31 inches in length. It is seen here
as it was found on scene along with a knife and a pipe taken from Mr. Simmons' packets.



As the officers approached the fifth-floor landing, they saw Mr. Simmons descending
from the sixth floor with the machete. Because the stairwell cuts back and forth v,;th
intermediate landings between floors and only ten steps between landings, Mr. Simmons was
already very close to the officers when they saw him. Witnesses heard the of1icers yell "drop it,
drop it!" and "put it down, put it down!" Mr. Simmons, who until then seemed to be walking
directly to the stairwell exit, dropped the weapon's sheath on the sixth stair above the landing
and began moving directly toward the officers with the machete raised. He yelled something at
the officers in the nature of"fuck off' or "fuck you." Both officers fired their weapons as Mr.
Simmons continued to advance. Officer Austin fired eight rounds, Of1icer Connor fired nine
rounds. The shots were fired very quickly, and witnesses reported hearing only 4-5 shots in
total. Mr. Simmons fell on the filth-floor landing. Other officers who were searching nearby
areas arrived almost immediately and medical attention was provided, but Mr. Simmons did not
survIve.

The usc of force by Officers Austin and Connor was justified pursuant to * 18-1-704,
C.R.S. and * 18-1.707, C.R.S. Those sections provide that a peace officer is justified in using
reasonable and appropriate physical force upon another person when he reasonably believes it
necessary to defend himsel I'or a third person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or
imminent use of physical force. I-Iere. it was clear that Mr. Simmons intended to harm officers
with a sword, and continued to advance toward them in an aggressive manner. Moreover, there
are many reasons why the officers could not simply back away and hope to contain Mr.
Simmons, the most obvious being that there was no time for the oflieers even to safely tum and
run. It is reasonable to conclude that even if they had done so, Mr. Simmons might well have
overtaken and injured or killed them. Further, this is a stairwell that is commonly used by
students, employees and staff in the Champions Center, and the risk of an innocent person
happening upon Mr. Simmons and his machete would have presented a great risk to their safety.
Additionally, even if the officers would have had the time to transition to a Taser and fire
accurately, doing so would have put them at significant risk. Although the officers could not
have known this at the time, Mr. Simmons was wearing multiple layers of clothing, and was
likely under the influence of amphetamine and THC. It is therefore far from certain that a Taser
would have incapacitated Mr. Simmons.

With regard to the question of why Mr. Simmons acted as he did, it is clear that he was
suffering from significant mental health and chemical abuse issues. The BCIT contacted a
number of witnesses who described Mr. Simmons as having issues with cocaine, "spice," and
marijuana abuse. As is alluded to above, a significant amount of amphetamine (110 ng/mL) and
marijuana (71 ng/mL Delta.9 THC) was located in Mr. Simmons blood at the time of this
incident. Tests for synthetic marijuana or "spice" remain pending. Drug use seems also to have
played a significant role in Mr. Simmons' discharge from the Marine Corps, where he had
previously served with distinction.



Writings found ot the home where Mr.
Simmons was staying.

Evidence of Mr. Simmons' mental health issues
was also found at the home where he was living. Police
found several pages of disorganized writings in red
marker that seem in some ways similar to what he had
written on a garage door and two cars on October 5.
Letters from friends were also discovered in which they
urged Mr. Simmons to seek professional help.

While it seems clear that Mr. Simmons was
sufTering from serious mental health and chemical
dependency issues. it is equally clear that he presented a
significant danger to Officers Austin and Connor, and
that they acted within the law to protect themselves
from him.

Because the use of force by Officers Austin and Connor was legally justified, no charges
will be filed in this matter.

Sincerely,

Stanley L. Garnett
District Attorney
Twentieth Judicial District

Sean P. Finn
Chief Trial Deputy
Twentieth Judicial District
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January 21, 2014

SherifTJoe Pelle
Boulder County Sheriffs Office
5600 Flatiron Ave.
Boulder, CO 8030 I

Dear Sheriff Pelle,

This otlice has completed its review of the circumstances surrounding the shooting of
Christopher George in Boulder County, Colorado on December 29,2013. In that incident,
Boulder County Sheriff's Deputy Brandon Bussard shot Mr. George aller Mr. George produced
a handgun, pointed it at him, and manipulated it as if attempting to lire. Mr. George did not
survive his wounds; the Deputy's actions were therefore reviewed with regard to whether the use
of deadly force was justified.

As part of the analysis, we have reviewed the complete file provided by the Boulder
County Investigation Team (BCIT). Additionally, representatives of my otlice have worked
closely with the BClT since the day of the shooting, advising investigators, approving warrants,
and participating in briefings. The case file made available for review includes reports of the
investigators assigned to the investigation, transcripts and video recordings of witness
interviews, diagrams and photographs of the scene, the Use of Force Policy for the Boulder
County Sheriff's Office, and Deputy Bussard's training records. It is our conclusion that the use
of force wasjustitied.

The facts as determined by the Boulder County Investigation Team are as follows:

In December of2013, Christopher George lived in the home ol'his mother in Bouldcr
County, Colorado. In recent months, thcre had bcen some tension in the family regarding the fact
that Mr. George did not have ajob, or any plans to move out of the home. On Thursday,
December 26, Mr. George told his mother that he had "made a decision" to be out of her house
by December 31. Ms. George asked her son ifhe had any plans with regard to where he was
going to live or work, and he said he did not. Shortly alier this conversation, Mr. George went
into his bedroom, where he stayed until the morning of Deccmber 29, leaving only to use the
restroom.
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On the morning of December 27, Ms. George tried to speak with her son, but he refused,
making only comments such as "I'm a failure. Go away. Don't bother me." Ms. George tried
again on the morning of December 29, asking him how he was going to solve "this problem."
Mr. George told hcr that he was "not worried about solving anything." A subsequent search of
Mr. George's computer revealed that he had recently been researching suicide by starvation and
dehydration.

Ms. George called Mr. George's sister, Karen, for help. Karen is a trained paramedic
who has experience dealing with suicidal people. Karen arrived at the home and tried to talk
with Mr. George. She asked him about some recent job leads she had sent him, to which he
responded "No. Not going to apply ... Not going that route." While Mr. George did not make
any overtly suicidal statements, he did say things like "we both know where this is going."

Karen cncouraged her mother to call for mcntal health intervention, which she did. The
first facility Ms. George attempted to call transferred her to another. She was then told to call a
different fucility. Finally, she was connected with someone she understood to be a doctor doing
rounds. That person told Ms. George to call the Sheriff's department, and to have Mr. George
evaluated by law enforcement. Aller discussing this with her daughter, the two dccided that it
might be in Mr. Gcorge's best interest to be evaluated, and possibly taken lor a 72 hour mental
health hold lor his own safety.

At 8:31 a.m., Ms. George called the Boulder County Sheriffs Oftice. Ms. George
reported being very concerned about Mr. George's welfare because he had recently been very
depressed and anxious. She further reported that he had gone into his room on Thursday, and
had not been eating or drinking. She told dispatch about a conversation during which Mr.
George had said "it's not about dealing with problems anymore." She also reported that she
believed this might be a "suicidal action." Ms. George also reported to dispatch that Mr. George
had a history of mental health concerns and suicidal behavior, and that to her knowledge, Mr.
George had no access to weapons.

Karen didn't want Mr. George to be surprised when deputies arrived, and told him they
were on their way. While waiting tor deputies to arrive, Mr. George initially refused to let Karen
back into his room, where he was alone for a short period of time. He then opened the door,
directed Karen to a chair, and closed the door behind her. Mr. George then got back into the bed,
where he sat up against the headboard, and covered hill1sel I'with a blanket up to the chest. He
told her that all the answers were in a note left on a nearby table. He told her that he hadn't eaten
or drank anything in 3 days, and while he knew "it" might take 7 to 10 days, he had a
"redundancy plan" if other plans failed. He did not say what that plan was. Again here, Mr.
George never specifically said that he was attempting to kill himself, despite Karen's attempts to
get him to verbalize exactly what his intentions were.
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In the note he left on the table, Mr. George discussed being disappointed with his life,
and his failure to become the person he wanted to be. While it did not expressly mention suicide,
the note leaves the impression that Mr. George was extremely depressed:

Every year gets a little harder, as the years show me
I'm just a bit farther away than the year before.
I can't whip mysclfup into believing anymore.
I don't believe that "I will."
There's lots of stuff I could do, in theory, but I'm
not gonna.

[Emphasis in original]

The note goes on to thank those who "tried to help," mentioning "Karen and mom
in particular." It closes with the words "I'm done with this battle."

Deputy Bussard was dispatched to the rcsidenee and given the information providcd over
the tclephone hy Ms. George. Upon arrival, he parkcd one house away and waited for a second
deputy to arrive. Once both were present, they knocked on the door and spoke with Ms. George,
who again expressed her concerns for her son. She then escorted them to Mr. George's room,
where his sister was still speaking with him. Deputies knocked on the door and heard Mr.
George say "go away." Karcn had already gotten up to let the deputies in when they asked
"ma'am, can you let us inT After opening the door, Karen left the room.

Based on the information Deputy l3ussard had received, he hoped to be able to evaluate
whether Mr. George needed to be taken into custody for his own safety. Deputy Bussard moved
into the room to talk to Mr. George, and the second deputy followed. Deputy l3ussard first tried
to get Mr. George to leave the room to talk with him. Mr. George refused. The deputy then
asked Mr. George ifhe would at least move out of the hed into a chair. Mr. George again
refused.

As they were speaking, Deputy Bussard noticed Mr. George's hand slowly reaching
toward his back, almost as ifhe were reaching back to scratch an itch. When Mr. George's hand
came back around, it was holding a black semi-automatic handgun, which Mr. George pointed
directly at Deputy l3ussard's torso. Deputy l3ussard shouted "gun" to let the other deputy know
what was happening. Both drew weapons and the second deputy began moving around Deputy
l3ussard. Both deputies noticed Mr. Gcorge to be manipulating the weapon. Deputy Bussard
fired three times, striking Mr. George twice. Thc second deputy was beginning to pull the
trigger of his own weapon when Mr. Gcorge's hand dropped, allowing that deputy to take Mr.
George's pistol away from him. Because he no longer perceived a threat, thc second deputy did
not fire.
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The deputies called for medical assistance and a helicopter to transport Mr. George to the
hospital. Immediately following the shooting, Deputy Bussard was described by responding
officers as "visibly shaken and very pale."

On his way to the hospital, Mr. George indicated to mcdical personnel that he had shot
himself

Deputy Bussard's usc of deadly force was justified pursuant to S 18-1-704, CR.S. and
S 18-1-707, CR.S. A peacc otliccr is justified in using dcadly physical force upon another when
he reasonably believes that it is necessary to defend himselffrom what he reasonably believes to
be the use or imminent use of deadly physical force. See S 18-7-707(2)(a) C.R.S. Here, Mr.
Gcorge had produced a handgun, pointed it at the deputy, and was manipulating it in a way that
rcasonably led Deputy Bussard to believe he intended to fire. It should be noted that when
interviewed, Deputy Bussard reported being surprised he was not shot, due to the fact that Mr.
Gcorge was able to retrievc his wcapon and point it at Depllty Brussard before Deputy Bussard
was able to fire. A subsequent inspection of Mr. George's weapon revcaled that a livc round was
jammed in the ejection port, in what is o1ien referred to as a "stovepipc" jam. This type of
malfunction would have temporarily prevented the weapon from firing.

Because Deputy Bussard's usc of force was legally justified, no chargcs will be liIed in
this matter.

Sincerely,

Stanley L. Garnett
District Attorncy
Twenticth Judicial District

~-~
'----::> ~*-+----------

Sean P. Finn
Chief Trial Deputy
Twcntieth Judicial District
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